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Looking for the heavenly body of your dreams?Have you ever longed to get a chatty Gemini to stop

talking and start kissing? Do you wish you could lure that shy Cancer out of his shell and into your

bedroom? What's the best way to coax a fun-loving Sagittarius into getting serious between the

sheets? Wonder no more -- Sexscopes reveals the secrets to seducing the object of your desire

based simply on his or her astrological sign, regardless of gender or sexual orientation. Sexscopes

exposes each sign's sexual proclivities and pet peeves, providing tips and tricks for attracting a

particular sun sign. For instance, did you know that Virgos are turned on by class, while Taureans

get excited by cash? That Capricorns like to dominate, while Pisceans love to be possessed? That

Scorpios get off on giving orgasms, while Arians prefer to get them? The sexual landscape of every

sign is explicitly explored in tantalizing detail, including: -Pick-up lines that actually work -Erogenous

zones, and how to work them -Compatibility ratings between each sign, in and out of bed -Favorite

sexual positions, sex toys, flavors -- and more!
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I'm a 18 year old senior in high school, and I love to read astrology. Me and my boyfriend were



reading it together and the things that it was saying were so true. He tries to hide the book from me

now, claiming that I'm learning his secrets. :) And I even have teachers and other faculty wanting to

borrow my book!!! It's so funny how on point this book is! If you know you are looking for someone

who is more of your sexual "taste" you MUST read Sexscopes!! This man is a genious!!!!

My girlfriend swears by the stuff this astrology guy writes for Cosmopolitan so she bought

Sexscopes the minute it came out. The cover looked dumb to me so I wasn't interested but I read

some anyway. Man, I was TOTALLY surprised. This book is raunchy, wild and hilarious. The sex

advice was over the top but for the most part it was pretty much on target: My other half is a Scorpio

and let's just say we had a great evening in bed. If you get embarrassed talking about sex, I'd say

avoid this, but if you're okay with it, you'll love it. If you've got kids, keep this book locked up. All in

all, its a fun, rocking ride--check it out!

Sexscopes is a good book.I own both Martine's "Sexual Astrology" and the book inquestion,

"Sexscopes". I would give this one a lot morecredit than fromt he reviews I saw while I was

shopping.Sure, the language is a bit childish, but the fact thatthe language is so playful and full of

colors makes thisa lot easier and faster to read.Comparing the two, "Sexscopes" was a lot more

precise towhat I've personally experienced than what Martine hadto say. Not to mention Hazelton

definitely has more ofa modern touch to it.I think my money was better spent on "Sexscopes" than

itwas on "Sexual Astrology". In any case, my money wasquite well spent on this book

anyhow.~bgmdragon

I just read this book for a second time and decided to send in a review. The astrology is on target

99% of the time which surprised me a lot. On top of that, though, the writing is awesome. I

recommend it for anyone who loves astrology or someone who neeeds to give their sex life a fresh

start. Good stuff and shockingly hot too!

I love this book--its funny and easy to read and right on target. I'm a Gemini and Hazleton had me

and my girlfriend (a Scorpio) pegged on every point. A great book!

I am a 30 year old female in a long lasting relationship- My boyfriend and I have been experiencing

problems in our intimate relationship. I have tried many options to keep the passion going in the

bedroom "so to speak." It was not until I read SexScopes that everything seemed to make sense. It



was the perfect tool to solving the mysteries of lust and passion between the two of us.

This book is so amazing. The reviewer who said it was "inaccurate" obviously doesn't know his/her

astrology, because the astrology in this book is dead-on. Plus, the information is presented in such

a fresh and exciting way. I've always enjoyed Stuart's horoscopes in Cosmopolitan, and now with

this book I feel like he's by my side to guide ALL of my relationships. Well-written, entertaining,

titilating, informative...this book really does have it all. Don't be surprised if you start hearing the line

"What's Your Sign?" in bars again, because I won't be going to bed with ANYBODY until I find out

his sign and check it out in this book! It really does rule. Thank you, Stuart, for an amazing read. I

can't wait for your next book!

Okay...let me tell you...this book is awesome! I couldn't belive how accurate Stuart was with my

sign! I NEVER believed in astrology before this. My friend begged me to read it and when I finally

started I could't put it down...really.I totally blew away my friends at a party reading to them about

their signs from this book....they were amazed at how well it described them. Take it with you to

your next party and your friends will love you for it.Anyway, GET IT!!! You will thank me for it!!Bye,

and happy reading.
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